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Instructions for Candidates:
Attempt any three questions. All the questions carry equal marks (25x3=75)
Each answer to be written in 500-800 words

Q1. Discuss the scene at the internet café in Girish Karnad's *Wedding Album*.

Q2. Assess the role of the mob in Mahesh Dattani’s *Final Solutions*.

Q3. Write a brief critical comment on the depiction of women characters in Harold Pinter’s *The Birthday Party*.

Q4. Bring out the importance of the roles of Eilif and Katrina in Bertolt Brecht’s *Mother Courage and her Children*. How do they contribute to the themes of the play?

Q5. Modern Drama is an experiment in form. Use any play in your course to illustrate the statement above.

Q6. Modern Drama depicts scenes from our life and themes we can relate to. Use any play in your course to illustrate the statement above.